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ABSTRACT
Extensive research has been conducted to characterize trinitite to glean information
about the physics associated with a nuclear blast. This information is particularly important
to the nuclear forensics field which seeks to improve its ability to analyze post-blast debris
and determine weapon characteristics. Key to this effort is the production of surrogate
nuclear melt glass which can be used to create certified reference materials, improve
forensics methods, and train emergency response teams. Several methods for producing
surrogate melt glass currently exist and each has its advantages and disadvantages. Most
of the production methods currently employed utilize small enclosed areas to heat the
surrogate materials. One limitation of these methods is that they do not provide the
aerodynamic fallout effects associated with a near surface burst. The purpose of this project
is to assess the suitability of a new method for surrogate melt glass production using a
continuous plasma torch within a large containment vessel. Vital to this effort is measuring
the temperature of the plasma which was accomplished through spectroscopy. This work
sets a foundation for further implementations of this torch and containment vessel system
to develop various surrogate nuclear melt glass samples. Initial work has been conducted
to determine the temperature of the plasma at two elevations and multiple elemental
compositions and demonstrates that the torch is a viable method for producing surrogate
nuclear debris.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION

Trinitite: The Original Nuclear Melt Glass
Near surface nuclear blasts lead to the creation of glassy material known as melt
glass. This material was first seen following the original nuclear weapon test, the trinity
test, in July of 1945 at the Nevada Test Site [3]. Known as trinitite, this original melt glass
has been extensively studied to glean insight into the physics associated with nuclear blasts.
Studies have also sought find correlation between the trace elements within the trinitite and
the composition of the nuclear device that created it [8, 9]. In order to design a surrogate
material that adequately replicates features of actual nuclear debris, one must understand
the physical processes which lead to melt glass formation.
There are many factors to consider when modeling a nuclear explosion. For the
purposes of this review, the primary blast type will be a surface or near-surface, fission
explosion in which the fireball touches the ground. The trinity explosion fits this model as
it was a fission device additional debris in the area around the fireball. The presence of this
dust not only serves to quench the fireball, but also provides condensation sites for elements
within the plasma [10]. The vast variety of materials included within the surface burst as
well as the complicated quenching and cooling process make surface and near-surface
explosions far more complicated and difficult to model compared to high-altitude bursts.
Given that the system is more complex, why would one seek to model a surface or
near-surface nuclear blast to develop surrogate melt glass? There is certainly merit in
modeling both systems, but one need only look to the contemporary threat environment to
see the importance of tackling the more complex model. There is a growing concern of a
non-state actor acquiring a nuclear capability [11-15]. President Obama addressed the
growing unconventional nuclear threat in a key speech in Prague in 2009 [16]. When
looking at the nuclear threat that a terrorist organization would pose should they acquire a
nuclear weapon, it becomes apparent that high altitude bursts are out of the question. A
terrorist organization would not possess the capability to launch such an attack and will
instead rely on surface transportation and detonation. ABC News demonstrated the relative
ease of moving potentially illicit nuclear material through U.S. customs and port security
[17]. Once a threat group can bring a device inside the borders, they will then seek to
detonate the device where it causes the most devastation. This will almost certainly be at
the surface in some densely-populated city.
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The Need for Surrogate Melt Glass Material
If a non-state actor successfully detonated a nuclear device, then one of the
immediate priorities would be gathering enough evidence to assign attribution. This
endeavor would include efforts from the intelligence and scientific communities. The
immediate goals would be to discover the group responsible for the attack and verify the
likelihood of another attack in the short term. Undoubtedly, such an attack would result in
reprisals by the U.S. government. Depending on the perpetrator, these actions could include
political activities such as economic sanctions or direct military engagements. Given the
severity of any likely U.S. response, it is vital that any attribution statement or accusation
would face severe scrutiny before actions are taken.
The level of scrutiny that the nuclear forensic analysis would face is comparable to
the evidentiary requirements within our legal system. Under the Daubert standard, some of
the key factors to assessing the validity of a scientific method to assign attribution are
whether the technique in question has been tested and peer reviewed to become widely
accepted within a scientific community and the existence of standards controlling its
operation [18]. These selected standards illuminate some of the reasons that the nuclear
forensic community requires surrogate nuclear melt glass.
For a nuclear forensic method pertaining to post-detonation analysis to become
widely accepted, it is important that the method be tested many times. Therefore, the postdetonation material must be widely available for many groups to use. American production
of actual nuclear melt glass declined with the passage of the Limited Test Ban Treaty in
1963 and ceased with the final nuclear weapon test in 1992 [19]. Since there have been no
nuclear tests in nearly twenty-five years, nuclear melt glass sample availability is limited.
Furthermore, the samples that are on hand have aged significantly causing the fission
products with relatively short half-lives to decay to the point that they are no longer
detectable or usable for forensic applications [20, 21]. To validate forensic analysis
techniques for samples including these short-lived isotopes, surrogate material that
includes these products must be created.
Equally important for the development of nuclear forensic analysis is establishing
availability of certified reference materials. A lack of standard materials containing known
amounts of key elements in various forms (e.g. melt glass or other forms of nuclear debris)
will contribute to unacceptably high uncertainties [22]. Appropriate certified reference
material will improve the ability to perform accurate and timely analysis of nuclear debris
and assist in consequence management activities [21]. The reference material needs to be
in various forms to assist in training and validating various analytical techniques.
Finally, surrogate melt glass benefits not only laboratory personnel, but also the
first responders or emergency personnel who will exploit the site. Depending on the
specific situation, the personnel collecting samples will have different responsibilities.
They need to ensure a proper chain of custody is maintained in the collection and
processing of samples to protect the attributional integrity of the materials [23]. Personnel
2

also need to be trained to reduce the amount of time spent within the blast site collecting
evidence. This not only reduces their exposure to radiation or other risks, it also improves
the efficiency with which samples arrive to a laboratory for full analysis. Realistic
surrogate material can enhance response team training and improve the teams’ readiness
and proficiency [24].
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

Surrogate Nuclear Melt Glass Production Methods
There are several production methods currently used to create melt glass surrogates.
Each method uses various processes to melt materials of interest and then cool them to
form the glassy material. Each method has benefits and disadvantages, but all have been
shown to provide useful surrogate melt glass samples.
Oxide Powder Fusion
Researchers at the University of Tennessee demonstrated the ability to produce
synthetic melt glass comparable to trinitite using a Carbolite HTF 18/4 1800C Box
Furnace. The team reviewed various studies of trinitite to ascertain the typical chemical
composition. They also acquired a few commercially available trinitite samples to
compare their results to the stated goal. After defining the various amounts of desired
compounds, the various oxides were measured and turned into a mixed powder. This
mixture was placed into a graphite crucible and loaded into the furnace set to 1,400 –
1,500 °C. After 45—60 minutes, the melted material was removed from the furnace and
quenched in sand [6].
This production method yielded some favorable results. Visually, the surrogates
resemble the original trinitite. The surrogate material on the left in Figure 2.1 has similar
color and texture characteristics as the trinitite sample on the right. The researchers also
analyzed the trinitite and surrogate materials using powder X-ray diffraction (P-XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). SEM
and EDS analysis showed similar characteristics within the surrogate and trinitite
samples. The deviations within the chemical composition found during EDS analysis
could be accounted for by considering the original powder composition used to make the
surrogate. The composition of that mixture was derived from averaged trinitite data and
trinitite samples are known to vary significantly due to the heterogeneous nature of melt
glass formation. Several peak features found during the P-XRD analysis of the surrogate
material were like those found in trinitite.
The oxide powder fusion method has several benefits that make it a viable option
for further surrogate production. The visual similarity between the surrogate and trinitite
make it a good option to include in sample collection training for teams tasked to respond
to a nuclear event. The simplicity of the method also lends to employing it bulk, another
important feature if the desired use of the surrogate is for collection team training. The
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Figure 2.1 Visual comparison of oxide powder fusion surrogate to trinitite [6].
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specific composition of the powder mixture could be adjusted with relative ease to model
other environments. For example, the percentage of iron could be increased to better
represent the steel and other construction materials in buildings associated with an urban
environment. Copper could also be added to create a surrogate for “red trinitite” which has
been shown to include copper from the Trinity gadget’s wiring [3].
Despite these benefits, there are some disadvantages to the method. The researches did
not include any material uniquely associated with a nuclear weapon, such as uranium or
plutonium. While the melting points of both these metals suggest that they could easily
be incorporated, further study is needed to verify this assumption. Until radioactive
materials are included within this method, its usefulness as a certified reference material
for nuclear forensic analysis remains in question.
Sol-Gel Processing
The second method of production utilized a sol-gel process. This process is not
new; sol-gel methods were first described in the mid-1800s. The process creates an oxide
network through chemical precursors dissolved in a liquid [25]. A team from Idaho
National Laboratory utilized a sol-gel process to create a specific oxide polymer to simulate
radioactive glass surrogates. Building on previous work, the team sought to prepare highly
enriched uranium doped glass samples. One key difference between the sol-gel process and
the oxide powder fusion method discussed previously is that the sol-gel process utilizes a
controlled procedure to cool the samples at a slower rate. The various samples were cooled
for different periods ranging from 24 to 96 hours. The rate of cooling was controlled by a
hood fan and the temperature was maintained at certain plateaus to allow the sol-gel
process to form key polymer chains. The overall temperature attained by the sol-gel process
was also a few hundred degrees lower than the oxide powder process [26].
After measuring the concentration of elements within the samples, the resultant
material was irradiated by neutrons for 15 minutes to mimic some of the radiation effects
within a nuclear blast. The goal was to activate some of the uranium and obtain fission
products in ratios similar to actual nuclear debris. The samples were then analyzed via
thermal ionization mass spectrometry and found to be fairly homogeneous across all
developed samples. The results of their analysis showed that only some of the desired
fission products were present after the neutron irradiation. A longer irradiation time would
have generated a more comprehensive set of fission product isotopes, but would create
additional challenges for handling the samples [26].
Overall, the sol-gel process is very well suited to accomplish some of the key goals
for developing nuclear melt glass surrogates. The homogeneity of the samples make the
sol-gel process well suited for developing potential reference materials. Even though the
short irradiation time yielded limited fission products, this experiment should yield a more
representative set of isotopes if given a longer irradiation. Doing so will provide ideal
training material for lab personnel to validate chemical techniques for the destructive assay
methods of forensic analysis.
6

This material, however, is not conducive for validating non-destructive assay
methods. While the chemical structure and radiative profile of this surrogate replicates real
melt glass, as shown in Figure 2.2 the physical structure is significantly different. The
physical structure of the material also makes the sol-gel surrogate ill-suited for developing
sample collection training material.
High Power Laser Irradiation
The latest nuclear melt glass surrogate production method involves using a high
power laser to rapidly heat a target material. Developed by a team from Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory, this method sought to better model melt glass associated with a
nuclear detonation in an urban environment. Using an industrial CO 2 laser, a target material
was rapidly heated to produce a glassy substance. Compared to the oxide powder fusion
and sol-gel processes previously described, the laser was able to achieve higher
temperatures in a shorter amount of time. The targeted materials included Portland cement,
red brick, soda glass, and concrete. After conducting these tests, the team settled on a 50:50
mixture of cement and powdered soda-lime glass based on the observed particulate
composition of the dust settling in New York City following the attack on the World Trade
Center. This material was turned into a powder for the target to ease the process of
collecting the glassy beads after the laser irradiation [27].
Several studies were conducted to characterize the samples. One study correlated
the length of laser exposure to the size of the bead created. By manipulating the exposure
time, target material, and cooling time, different physical characteristics could be achieved.
The team was able to create a green glassy sample that visually resembled trinitite. Other
samples created by the team had little to no resemblance to trinitite, but may be more
representative of the debris in an urban setting.
Since this is the newest production method discussed, further studies are required
to verify this method is reproducible by a third party. Further studies are also needed to
verify the chemical similarities to actual nuclear debris. However, the initial findings
indicate that this production method could be very useful in several applications. The
flexibility in creating samples from various materials demonstrates this technique’s utility
in creating samples to model varying environments. This method could be tailored to create
a melt glass surrogate for nearly any desired purpose.
One disadvantage of this method is including radioactive sources within the target
material. The team at Pacific Northwest National Laboratories states that this method will
be feasible for including actinides or other elements in the target material simply by using
doped glasses in a similar fashion to the sol-gel process. However, including uranium or
plutonium in the laser-induced melt glass surrogate has not yet been demonstrated. Until
uranium and fission products are incorporated into the surrogate, the laser irradiation
method is not likely to be used to develop certified reference materials.
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Figure 2.2 Sample of surrogate melt glass from sol-gel process [5].
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Aerodynamic Surrogate Material: A New Approach
While all of these methods produce useful surrogates, none of the processes allow
for the melt glass to cool within a turbulent air environment. The familiar mushroom cloud
associated with nuclear explosions is the result of the extreme heat from the blast
expanding the air and generating currents. As the cloud cools, air is drawn through the
center of the toroid and creates the mushroom shape [4]. A simplified diagram of the cloud
is shown in Figure 2.3. The turbulent nature of these air currents will affect the formation
of melt glass material within the cloud.
An effect known as “Pele’s hair” occurs naturally when the turbulent air in erupting
volcanoes creates spindles of rock from the cooling lava. Some samples of trinitite
containing lead from the gadget included spindles that resemble Pele’s hair as shown in
Figure 2.4 [3]. The presence of this feature within trinitite indicates the aerodynamic effects
of the turbulent air contribute to the final melt glass characteristics. While Pele’s hair itself
may not be of particular interest, other atmospheric interactions may prove significant.
Producing surrogate material that allows for some aerodynamic effects will be beneficial
to the nuclear forensic community. Therefore, a new method of melt glass production is
needed.
This work seeks to set a foundation for such a method. Using an industrial torch in
the base of a containment vessel, feed powder can be injected into the plasma. The
components of the powder are energized and sent upwards within the vessel where the
materials spread out, cool, and fall just as they would during a nuclear explosion – albeit
at significantly lower temperatures and smaller quantities. A key first step in verifying the
validity of this approach is to characterize the plasma formed by the torch to understand
the temperature of the system. This can be accomplished in several ways including via
spectroscopy.

Spectroscopic Methods for Plasma Characterization
Spectroscopy has been used for plasma characterization for decades. A study
published in 1959 addressed using the Balmer lines to determine the temperature of a
plasma [28]. While the exact methods used for spectroscopy in the 1950’s are not the same
as are used today, the principles remain unchanged. Applications for spectroscopic
methods range from determining temperatures of astral bodies to characterizing miniscule
plasma plumes from laser-induced breakdowns to quantify iron content within soil [29,
30]. While a temperature probe placed directly into a plasma may provide a more direct
measurement, the standoff provided spectroscopic methods allow for measurements to be
taken in situ without disrupting the flow of the plasma. The ability to characterize the
plasma without disturbing the materials is especially important if seeking to produce melt
glass that incorporates aerodynamic effects of the aerial cooling process.
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Figure 2.3 Simplified diagram showing turbulent air from nuclear blast [4].

Figure 2.4 Lead inclusion from trinitite resembling “Pele’s hair” [3]
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Boltzmann Plot Method
A method frequently used within laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS)
uses the relative intensities of spectral peaks from the same element within a plasma. These
peaks result from known electron orbital transitions. Assuming that the system is in local
thermal equilibrium, the intensity associated with a particular electron orbital transition
may be calculated using Boltzmann’s Law:
𝐼=

𝐸
ℎ𝑐 𝑁(𝑇)
∙
∙ 𝑔𝐴 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑘𝑇
4𝜋𝜆 𝑈(𝑇)

(2.1)

where I is the intensity of a specified spectral peak associated with an element, λ is the
wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, N(T) is the total density of the
element, U(T) is the partition function, g is the statistical weight, A is the transition
probability, E is the energy of the photon released, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the
temperature [1, 31]. By rearranging terms and taking the natural logarithm, Equation 2.1
can be expressed as:
ln (

𝐼1 𝜆1
𝑁(𝑇)1
𝐸
) = ln (
)−
𝑔1 𝐴1
𝑈(𝑇)1
𝑘𝑇

(2.2)

Boltzmann’s Law now resembles a linear equation in the form of y = mx +b. This
relationship allows for determining the temperature of the plasma using relative intensities
without knowing the total density or needing the partition function. By plotting the left side
of Equation 2.2 against the energy terms on the right side for multiple peaks from the same
element and ionization state, the slope of the linear fit will be –1 / kT [1]. Figure 2.5 shows
an example Botlzmann plot that was used to determine the temperature of a plasma. The
points represent measured relative intensities with corresponding energies. The line is the
best fit of the data and its slope is used to determine the temperature.
Saha-Boltzmann Plot Method
One limiting factor for the Boltzmann Plot Method is that it requires the selected
intensities come from the same element and the same ionization state. The Saha-Boltzmann
Plot Method is very similar in approach, but allows for using spectral lines from different
ionization states. The Saha equation appears similar to Equation 2.1 but uses a ratio of two
peaks and has several additional factors [32]:
𝐼1 𝑔1 𝐴1 𝜆2 2(2𝜋𝑚𝑒 𝑘)3/2 1 3/2
𝐸1 − 𝐸2 + 𝐸𝐼𝑃 − Δ𝐸
=
∙
∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
}
3
𝐼2 𝑔2 𝐴2 𝜆1
ℎ
𝑛𝑒
𝑘𝑇
The new variables in Equation 2.3 are me which is the rest mass of an electron, EIP which
is the ionization potential of the less ionized stage, ΔE which is a correction factor to
11

(2.3)

Figure 2.5 Sample Boltzmann plot [1].
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account for some polarization of the plasma, and ne which is the electron density [32].
Rearranging the terms and taking the natural logarithm of this equation yields:
ln (

𝐼1 𝜆1
𝐼2 𝜆2
𝐸1 − 𝐸2 + 𝐸𝐼𝑃 − Δ𝐸
) − ln (
)=−
𝑔1 𝐴1
𝑔2 𝐴2
𝑘𝑇
+ ln {

2(2𝜋𝑚𝑒 𝑘)
ℎ3

(2.4)

3/2

∙

1 3/2
𝑇 }
𝑛𝑒

Equation 2.4 allows for creating a plot similar to the Boltzmann plot above. An additional
challenge comes having the unknown variable, T, in two places within the equation. An
iterative approach using an initial estimation of the temperature is therefore required to find
the best fit [32].
Blackbody Radiation Method
Wien’s displacement law allows for calculating the temperature of a plasma by
fitting the measured spectrum continuum using the Planck function and finding the
wavelength associated with the maximum intensity. Planck’s function is derived from
quantum mechanics and gives the blackbody radiance as a function of frequency and
Temperature by Equation 2.5 [33]:

−1
ℎ𝜈
ℎ𝜈 3
(𝑘𝑇 )
𝐿(𝜈, 𝑇) = ( ) ∙ (𝑒
− 1)
𝑘𝑇

(2.5)

Wien’s displacement law uses the wavelength associated with the maximum intensity to
find the temperature. This relationship is given by:

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑏
𝑇

where λmax is the wavelength, b is the Wien displacement constant, and T is the temperature.
This relationship shows that the wavelength associated with the maximum intensity is
inversely proportional to the temperature; increased temperatures cause the maximum
intensity to occur at smaller wavelengths.
This method has been used to determine plasma temperatures when situations limit
the effectiveness of the Boltzmann plot method. For example, one study sought to analyze
underwater sediment using LIBS but found that there were insufficient resolved emission
lines associated with single elements [7]. The team applied Wien’s displacement law to a
portion of their measured spectrum to determine the temperature of the system as shown
in Figure 2.6. However, this method is not commonly used and the exact method for fitting
13

(2.6)

the curve seems to vary by study. The curve used in Figure 2.6 appears to fit the spectrum’s
continuum in the shorter wavelength region while ignoring the peaks. Another article found
the best fit for the blackbody curve using the peaks as shown in Figure 2.7. Despite using
different parameters for fitting the curve, both authors assert their ability to calculate
meaningful temperatures using Wein’s displacement law.

14

Figure 2.6 Wien’s displacement fit to spectrum continuum [7].

Figure 2.7 Wien’s displacement fit to spectrum peaks [2].
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CHAPTER THREE
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Setup
Torch and Containment Vessel
An Advanced Materials Technology (AMT) Plasma Gun F4-VB was installed in
the base of a containment vessel. The Plasma Gun F4-VB utilized argon and hydrogen and
was cooled by separate cooling system produced by Reidel. The torch system was
controlled using an AMT UP 80 MV Plasma Control Module and associated software. A
tube was installed next to the plasma gun nozzle to allow powder to be fed into the torch.
The powders are compositionally similar to the powders used in previous work and
contained elements common in trinitite such as silicon and iron [6, 34]. A heat shield was
installed to protect the powder feed tube. The torch system is shown in Figure 3.1.
The containment vessel was an originally built for other scientific work at Oak
Ridge National Lab but was repurposed. It is comprised of stainless steel approximately
one inch thick. The cylinder stands approximately six feet tall with an interior diameter of
approximately 19 inches. The outer surface is covered with black insulating foam for safety
purposes. The outer wall includes several access ports at varying heights to allow
instrumentation to view inside the vessel. During the initial experiments using this system,
the lowest instrumentation port was used. This port was approximately three inches above
the vessel’s base. Later experiments utilized a port located 26 inches above the base. The
top of the containment vessel is fitted with a filtered ventilation systems to remove gasses.
The vessel is shown in Figure 3.2.
Spectrometer and Software
The plasma was analyzed using an Ocean Optics HR2000+ES high resolution
spectrometer. This spectrometer has an effective range of 190 to 1100 nm with
approximately 0.5 nm resolution. It was controlled using Ocean Optics OceanView
software version 1.6.3. The software enabled relative intensity measurements with
adjustable integration times. A 2 meter long fiber optic cable ran from the spectrometer to
an instrumentation port on the containment vessel. The cable was produced by Ocean
Optics and had a 400 μm core diameter. The fiber did not have a cosine corrector or other
attachment at its end within the vessel. Instead the bare fiber was oriented toward the
plasma. The fiber was able to transmit light most effectively above approximately 300 nm
as shown in the fiber transmission response plot in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.1 Plasma gun installation in containment vessel.

Figure 3.2 Containment vessel components.
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Figure 3.3 Fiber optic cable transmission response.
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Data Collection Methods
Calibration Methods
Several steps were used to verify the calibration of the spectrometer. The first step
was to develop an intensity calibration file according to the guidelines from Ocean Optics.
To accomplish this, the spectrometer was connected to an Ocean Optics DH-3 Plus
calibration light source. The DH-3 Plus uses separate halogen and deuterium light sources
and included certified calibration data. The OceanView software saved a background
spectrum taken with the light source shutter closed. The shutter was then opened and
another spectrum was saved. After inputting the fiber optic cable core diameter and
indicating a bare fiber was used, the software executed a background subtraction and
compared the measured spectrum to the certified calibration data. The resultant file factors
in the system response and allows for absolute irradiance measurements to be conducted.
Another calibration light source was used to verify wavelength accuracy. The
Ocean Optics AR-1 Argon Calibration Source. This device was again certified from the
manufacturer and provided low pressure gas discharge lines of argon. The AR-1 source
provides argon lines from 696 to 1704 nm which enables a comparison to the most
prominent argon emission lines identified within the plasma torch. Figure 3.4 shows a
comparison of the AR-1 calibration source to the spectrum measured from the torch. The
argon lines are in nearly perfect agreement in terms of wavelength location. The torch
spectrum appears to have broader lines and a slight left shift from the calibration spectrum.
This could be partially due to a Doppler effect resulting from the higher energy of the torch
[35]. The key point is that the peaks align closely enough to verify that the peaks measured
in the torch are the needed argon peaks that will be used for temperature calculations. The
relative intensities of these emission lines, however, do not agree across the two light
sources. A clear example is demonstrated by observing the emission lines near 760 and
810 nm. The AR-1 emission line at 760 nm is the maximum within that spectrum while the
810 nm emission line is the maximum within the torch spectrum. The varying relative
intensities is to be expected since the temperatures of the two light sources differ
significantly.
Data Collection
During the initial operation of the torch system, the optical fiber was placed the
lowest instrumentation port on the side opposite of the torch. This port was three inches
above the base of the containment vessel placing the fiber’s field of view just above the
heat shield. After executing several experiments with the fiber in this position, the fiber
was moved to an elevated instrumentation port 24 inches above the base of the vessel. The
goal was to determine if a measureable difference in temperature could be detected at a
higher elevation within the plasma.
Runs were executed with the plasma gun utilizing only argon to allow for clear
identification of the argon spectrum. These experiments were followed by iterations with
the hydrogen gas added to the torch. Finally, various powders with elemental compositions
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of AR-1 calibration source to argon torch spectrum.
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similar to trinitite were added to the plasma. These powders were added to both an argon
pure plasma and an argon-hydrogen plasma.
Initial experiments with the torch were primarily designed to optimize data
collection methods. Trial and error ultimately led to finding the ideal integration time and
number of scans to average during data acquisition. The addition of hydrogen gas to the
plasma made the torch significantly brighter so integration time had to be reduced. The
integration time also had to be reduced when the fiber was placed in the low position
because it was closer to the torch. In the low position, the integration times were typically
around 10 to15 ms for the pure argon torch and only three to five ms when hydrogen was
added. From the elevated cable position, the integration time was typically around 27 ms.
During each experiment, the spectrometer collected data throughout the torch
operation. Initially, every scan was saved to the computer which resulted in thousands of
data sets every ten seconds. The spectrum captured in this method showed significant noise
including some unusual discrete jumps in the upper wavelength region as shown in Figure
3.5. These issues were resolved by having the OceanView software average multiple scans
and saving the resultant spectrum. The left image in Figure 3.5 is a spectrum captured
without averaging scans while the right image is an average of ten scans. The inset portions
in the figure are enlarged from the same spectra to better illustrate the difference between
the two scans. Once again, trial and error led to refining the collection parameters. When
too many scans were averaged, the spectrum appeared very smooth but lost emission lines
associated with low concentration elements. Averaging ten scans for each saved spectrum
seemed to yield the best result for noise reduction while maintaining the ability to find
smaller peaks. Additionally, the OceanView software allowed for reducing the number of
scans to save. Attempting to save every scan over the course of a few minutes proved
problematic for the computer. There were multiple iterations where data was lost due to
the computer crashing during the experiment. Instructing the software to only write a file
after every 100 scans reduced the number of data sets available, but seemed to prevent the
software from crashing as often.
Finally, various feed powders were added to the torch. An early experiment
included a feed powder of silica which was injected into the plasma operating with only
argon gas. Most of the experiments included various feed powders injected into the torch
while using both argon and hydrogen. The composition of the feed powders were similar
to the materials used in the oxide powder fusion technique previously discussed. One
powder recipe was designed to model an urban environment while another sought to
replicate trinitite and more closely resembled the desert environment.
Table 3.1 summarizes the collection parameters used during the experiments. This
table excludes experiments where the software crashed or otherwise failed to provide
meaningful spectra. In the cases where the integration time was adjusted upon introduction
of the hydrogen gas, two integration times are listed in the table. The larger time was used
while the torch gas was pure argon and the smaller time was used once hydrogen was
added.
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Figure 3.5 Spectral noise reduction through averaging scans.

Table 3.1 Data collection parameters.
Date

Fiber
Position

Integration
Time (ms)

Scans
Averaged

Torch
Gas

Powder

Number of
Saved Spectra

8/3/17
8/4/17
8/7/17
8/9/17
9/6/17
10/9/17
11/1/17
11/14/17
12/1/17
2/22/18
3/20/18

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Elevated
Elevated
Elevated
Elevated

10.0 / 2.92
3.38 / 1.00
14.42 / 3.17
8.56 / 2.51
17.66
3.17
3.34
27.3
27.3
27.3
27.3

1
1
5
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
10

Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar
Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar - H
Ar - H

Urban
Urban
Desert
Desert
Silica
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Urban
Desert

328
90,560
28,265
21,440
2,031
578
290
1,335
941
733
1,333
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Data Processing
Temperature Calculation
After executing the experiments, the spectra were reviewed using the data view
feature within OceanView. The files were manually sorted into separate directories
according to the date, fiber position, torch gas, and powder. When there were an excessive
number of saved spectra (for example, the 90,560 spectra collected on 8/4/17) a set of
representative files was randomly selected for use. Any spectra with a discrete jump in the
longer wave length region, as shown in the left of Figure 3.5, were removed.
The spectra showed several easily identifiable peaks associated with argon and
hydrogen. These were the most intense peaks as expected since the plasma gun utilized
these elements. However, smaller peaks associated with components of the feed powder
were visible.
A Python script was used to normalize the peak intensities prior to generating the
Boltzmann plots. This script first adjusted the spectra using the calibration file created
using the DH-3 Plus light source. This step adjusts the spectrum to account for the detector
response by comparing the measured light intensity and the known spectrum from the
calibration light source. Next, the underlying continuum was subtracted from spectra to
yield an adjusted relative peak height. Finally, the spectra were normalized across the total
counts to yield comparable relative intensities across all iterations.
The Python script then used a Voigt function to fit to the desired peaks and find the
area under the curves. The fit finding function was employed 5 nm on each side of the peak
maximum. The integral was then calculated from value equal to three times the sigma value
from the Voigt peak on each side of the peak maximum. The Boltzmann plots were then
created using Equation 2.2 with the intensity found from the integral and the constants
found in Table 3.2 [36, 37].
Not all of the argon peaks were used to calculate the Boltzmann plot because the
Voigt function did not produce an accurate fit for every line. The 840 nm Ar I peak, for
example, was not fit by the Voigt curves because there is likely a second peak overlapping.
Ar I also has a strong emission line at 842.4647 nm. Even though Ocean Optics claims that
the resolution of the spectrometer is half a nanometer, the two peaks are in close proximity
to each other and broad enough to overlap as shown in Figure 3.6. Attempting to use this
peak for a meaningful Boltzmann plot would require additional deconvolution operations.
The argon peaks near 735 and 840 nm were discarded and the remaining were used for
generating the Boltzmann plots.
When using the hydrogen lines to create the Boltzmann plots, three of the Balmer
series lines were used. The first two lines near 656 and 486 nm were clearly visible in the
spectra. The third line near 434 nm was more difficult to detect and only became apparent
after applying the detector response calibration.
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Table 3.2 Atomic transition constants [36, 37].

Ion

λ (nm)

E (cm-1)

g

A (108 sec-1)

Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Ar I
Hγ
Hβ
Hα

603.2127
696.5430
706.7217
738.3980
750.3869
763.5105
811.5311
840.8209
912.2967
434.046
486.1278
656.2852

16573
14352
14146
13539
13323
13094
12319
11890
10958
23033
20565
15233

9
3
5
5
1
5
7
5
3
50
32
18

0.0246
0.067
0.0395
0.087
0.472
0.274
0.366
0.244
0.212
2.530 x 106
8.419 x 106
4.410 x 107

Figure 3.6 Voigt peak fitting to sample argon lines.
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For each Boltzmann plot, many data sets are used from the same experiment.
Most of the Boltzmann plots found in literature were taken from LIBS use data points
from only a few data points were used. However, in LIBS the plasma is short-lived and
the system’s temperature peaks quickly and then dissipates. The continuous plasma used
here should remain at a relatively steady temperature over longer periods of time,
enabling more data points to be used.
Error Propagation
The main source of uncertainty within the experiment is the statistical error
associated with counting the intensity of the light at each wavelength. The counts within
each bin were treated as standard Poisson distributions and assigned an uncertainty of the
square root of the measured counts. For each step within the Python algorithm, this
uncertainty was propagated using standard error equations outlined within Taylor’s text
[38]. Further uncertainty is associated with the NIST provided values for the atomic
transition probabilities. Of the constants previously outlined in Table 3.2, the values for λ,
E, and g are well established and therefore reported with high confidence. However, the
value for the transition probability, A, is reported with a corresponding uncertainty. For the
hydrogen lines, NIST reports the A values as accurate within one percent, but the reported
uncertainty is 25% for the argon lines [36, 37]. These associated uncertainties were again
included in the Python script.
The final step in calculating the uncertainty of the temperature calculation involves
finding the uncertainty in the slope used in the least squares fit of the Boltzmann plots. The
error propagation formula for the least squares fit includes a term in the denominator for
the number of points used for the fit. When more points are used for the line fitting, the
uncertainty of the slope decreases. The uncertainties of the temperature calculations from
data sets with more points should therefore be smaller than for data sets with fewer points.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Observable Spectral Lines
Spectra were saved during the initial experiments to allow for easy identification of
observable spectral lines. The initial experiments started with extended operation of the
plasma gun using just argon. The resulting spectrum will have included some elements
from the air within the containment vessel such as nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen, but any
of these peaks are significantly less prominent than the argon lines. The left image in Figure
4.1 shows a spectrum from a pure argon torch. While the atmospheric peaks are present,
most notably the Hα line, the argon peaks are the most readily identified.
After running the torch on pure argon for a few minutes, the hydrogen was added
to the plasma. The new peaks that formed were easily identified as the Balmer series
hydrogen lines. The Hα and Hβ lines were very clear and easily identifiable at 656 and 486
nm as shown on the right side of Figure 4.1.
While not necessarily useful for making surrogate melt glass, an experiment was
conducted using a powdered silica gel in the pure argon torch. This iteration was a proof
of concept to verify that small amounts of elements could be detected while in the argon
torch. Spectrum yielded two silicon lines at 390 and 566 nm as shown in Figure 4.2.
Interestingly, the Hα line also increased when the powder was introduced. Prior to being
injected into the torch, the silica powder was stored in an open room and likely absorbed
some water from the humid conditions. Additional oxygen lines were probably present as
well, but these were not easily distinguishable from the argon lines.
For all remaining experiments, the powder was added to the argon and hydrogen
torch. Each of the powders showed minute spectral lines associated with the powder’s
components. Figure 4.3 shows an example from both of the powder formulas. However,
none of the elements found had enough intensity or enough discernible lines to use for
temperature calculations via the Boltzmann plot method.

Temperature Calculation Results
Low Fiber Position
Temperatures were calculated for the low fiber position measurements from the
Boltzmann plots for the pure argon torch, the Ar-H torch, and the various. The argon peaks
were used for each case, but hydrogen lines were also used for comparison when available.
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of Ar and Ar-H plasmas.

Figure 4.2 Comparison of Ar and Ar-H plasmas.

Figure 4.3 Silica powder in pure argon torch.
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Figure 4.4 Urban and desert powder spectra in Ar-H torch.
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Two example Boltzmann plots are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 and all are included in
the appendix. Table 4.1 summarizes and compares the findings.
Elevated Fiber Position
The same method was conducted for the spectra taken from the elevated position.
However, fewer of the experiments from the elevated position included significant
iterations of the pure argon torch. The Boltzmann plots are similar to those from the low
fiber position and are again located in the appendix. Table 4.2 summarizes and compares
the temperature results from the elevated position.
Trends and Observations
There is significant disagreement between the temperatures calculated from the
hydrogen peaks and those calculated from the argon peaks. In every case, the temperature
calculated from the hydrogen peaks was significantly higher than the corresponding
temperature calculated from the argon peaks. In some cases, the hydrogen calculation
yielded a result nearly double that of the argon calculation.
While the discrepancy between the argon and hydrogen calculations is greater than
desired, some key trends from the data emerged. The temperature of the torch went down
with the addition of hydrogen in both low and elevated positions. The temperature dropped
again for each instance when powder was added. Furthermore, Table 4.3 shows that the
average temperatures were lower for the elevated position. This was expected since the
plasma should cool as it moves away from the arc source.
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Figure 4.5 Boltzmann plot for urban powder using Ar lines.

Figure 4.6 Boltzmann plot for urban powder using H lines.
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Table 4.1 Temperatures calculated from low fiber position

Calculated Temperatures (K)
Date

Peaks
Used

Pure Ar
Torch

Ar-H
Torch

Urban
Powder

8/3/17

Ar

3,600±120

3,500±900

3,400±100

6,000±500

5,480±50

3,820±40

3,650±60

6,870±40

6,270±30

H
8/4/17

Ar

4,070±70

H
8/7/17

Ar

3,780±80

H
8/9/17

Ar

4,000±100

H
9/6/17

Ar

3,600±200

3,600±400

6,800±200

6,500±200

3,760±60

3,550±60

7,130±70

6,430±40

3,910±90

Ar
H

11/1/17

4,100±700

Silica

3,890±50

H
10/9/17

Desert
Powder

3,800±130

3,640±90

7,130±70

6,430±40

Ar

3,600±110

H

6,060±50
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Table 4.2 Calculated temperatures from elevated position.

Calculated Temperatures (K)
Date
11/13/17
11/14/17
12/1/17
2/21/18
2/22/18
3/20/18

Peaks
Used

Ar-H
Torch

Urban
Powder

Ar

3,500±400

3,360±90

H

5,660±90

4,850±50

3,400±120

3,340±50

5,580±50

4,950±20

3,400±130

3,340±90

5,540±30

4,950±50

Ar

Pure Ar
Torch

3,600±1,000

H
Ar

4,000±1,800

H
Ar

3,700±900

3,530±60

H

4,870±20

Ar

3,600±200

3,420±90

H

5,610±30

4,960±20

Ar

Desert
Powder

3,900±400

H
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3,500±200

3,450±60

5,210±20

4,810±20

Table 4.3 Average calculated temperatures.

Average Temperatures (K)
Fiber
Position
Low
Elevated

Peaks
Used

Pure Ar
Torch

Ar-H
Torch

Urban
Powder

Desert
Powder

Ar

3,900±300

3,700±400

3,560±70

3,600±300

6,700±200

6,150±40

6,800±200

3,500±200

3,360±80

3,450±60

5,410±50

4,910±40

4,810±20

H
Ar
H

3,600±600
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The torch temperature was determined to be within the range of 4,000 to 7,000 K
at the low position. Furthermore, the initial trends verify what is expected within the
plasma. It was expected that the torch would cool with the addition of materials. The
addition of powder reduced the plasma temperature as calculated by the Boltzmann plot
method using both the argon and hydrogen peaks. This trend held true for each day’s
dataset regardless of the fiber position used. Additionally, it was expected that the
measured temperature would be lower at the elevated position than at the low position
because the rising plasma expands and the constituents cool. While the measurements at
the elevated position were taken on separate days from those at the low position, the
average temperatures demonstrate that the elevated position temperatures were lower as
expected. Again, this trend held true for calculations using the argon peaks as well as those
using the hydrogen peaks. Further work is needed to reduce uncertainty, but the project has
demonstrated the viability of these methods. The aerodynamic surrogate production
method will be useful in developing surrogate material and should lead to a better
understanding of the fundamental plasma chemistry associated with nuclear detonations.

Future Work
Future studies should continue to find ways to reduce the uncertainty of the
temperature calculations. This could be accomplished by using a spectrometer that
provides better resolution for key wavelengths. For example, a spectrometer with sufficient
resolution within the low 400 nm range may be able to differentiate the additional hydrogen
lines needed to allow for a third line to be used for the Boltzmann plot. The current
experimental set up only allows for two hydrogen lines to be used for the Boltzmann plots
which forces a lower confidence in these calculations.
Further studies could also take data from a higher instrumentation port to see a
further reduction in plasma temperature. This data, combined with the initial measurements
could be used to develop a model for the entire plasma. Furthermore, the measurements
taken so far only describe the surface temperature of the plasma. This limitation is the result
of the plasma being optically thick. The spectra taken from this plasma are therefore only
measuring the outer layers of the plasma as photons originating in the plasma core are
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subject to a self-shielding effect. Combining existing plasma temperature models with the
measurements taken here could yield a model that more accurately describes the plasma
temperature profiles.
Finally, work needs to be done to correlate the resultant debris characteristics to the
plasma chemistry observed. Knowing the temperature is a key step in understanding the
effects the plasma has on each of the powder components. For example, components of the
powder that do not reach adequate temperatures for ionization will not be observed as peaks
within the spectra. These elements may remain in a liquid or solid state within the plasma.
As such, they will be more likely to serve as nucleation sites on which the ionized elements
will gather as the plasma cools. Verifying the physical processes associated with the
cooling materials could provide an improved understanding of the relationship between the
plasma chemistry and the resultant debris. This information could be beneficial in
designing better surrogate melt glass or improving current fallout models.
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Appendix 1 Boltzmann Plots
Pure argon torch from the low position.
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Argon-hydrogen torch from the low position.
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43

Silica powder in pure argon torch from the low position.
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Urban powder in argon-hydrogen torch from the low position.
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46

Desert powder in argon-hydrogen torch from the low position.
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Pure argon torch from the elevated position.
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Argon-hydrogen torch from the elevated position.
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Urban powder in argon-hydrogen torch from the elevated position.
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Desert powder in argon-hydrogen torch from the elevated position.
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Appendix 2 Python Code
#!/bin/python
##################################################################################
#################
### Name: Read zeTorch Data
### Developer: Tucker McClanahan
### Purpose: Reads zeTorch Data from a run where all of the run files are in the same directory
### Use: python read_zeTorch_data.py data_directory/
### Dependents: data_directory/ —> this is the directory with all of the spectrometer data files
###
from a single run
### Notes:
##################################################################################
#################
import numpy as np
from scipy import signal as sig
from scipy import stats as stats
from scipy.special import wofz
import sys
import os
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.backends.backend_pdf import PdfPages
from lmfit import Model, Parameters
from zeTorch.Run import Run
def main():
“”” Reading and Processing the Run Data
This definition is where the data is parsed and filtered by other definitions. It ends with the
plotting of the data by another set of definitions.
“””
#path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/1 Low
Position/01 Argon Pure/‘
#directories = np.array([‘20170803’,
#
‘20170804’,
#
‘20170807’,
#
‘20170809’,
#
‘20170906’,
#
‘20171009’])
#filename = ‘Low_Position_Argon_Pure.pdf’
#pp = PdfPages(filename)
#
#for i in range(np.size(directories)):
# directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
# print directory_path
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# title = directories[i]
# all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
# for dat in all_data:
#
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
# corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
# boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
#
#pp.close()
#
#path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/1 Low
Position/02 Argon Hyd Torch/‘
#directories = np.array([‘20170803’,
#
‘20170804’,
#
‘20170807’,
#
‘20170809’,
#
‘20171009’])
#filename = ‘Low_Position_Argon_Hyd_Torch.pdf’
#pp = PdfPages(filename)
#
#for i in range(np.size(directories)):
# directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
# print directory_path
# title = directories[i]
# all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
# for dat in all_data:
#
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
# corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
# boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
# boltz_H(corrected_data, pp, title)
#
#pp.close()
#
#path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/1 Low
Position/03 Powder NY/‘
#directories = np.array([‘20170803’,
#
‘20170804’,
#
‘20171009’,
#
‘20171101’])
#filename = ‘Low_Position_Powder_NY.pdf’
#pp = PdfPages(filename)
#
#for i in range(np.size(directories)):
# directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
# print directory_path
# title = directories[i]
# all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
# for dat in all_data:
#
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
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# corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
# boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
# boltz_H(corrected_data, pp, title)
#
#pp.close()
#
#path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/1 Low
Position/04 Powder Trin/‘
#directories = np.array([‘20170807’,
#
‘20170809’])
#filename = ‘Low_Position_Powder_Trin.pdf’
#pp = PdfPages(filename)
#
#for i in range(np.size(directories)):
# directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
# print directory_path
# title = directories[i]
# all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
# for dat in all_data:
#
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
# corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
# boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
# boltz_H(corrected_data, pp, title)
#
#pp.close()
path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/1 Low
Position/05 Powder Silica/‘
directories = np.array([‘20170906’])
filename = ‘Low_Position_Powder_Silica.pdf’
pp = PdfPages(filename)
for i in range(np.size(directories)):
directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
print directory_path
title = directories[i]
all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
for dat in all_data:
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
pp.close()
path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/2
Elevated/01 Argon Pure/‘
directories = np.array([‘20171114’,
‘20171201’,
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‘20180221’,
‘20180222’,
‘20180320’])
filename = ‘Elevated_Argon_Pure.pdf’
pp = PdfPages(filename)
for i in range(np.size(directories)):
directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
print directory_path
title = directories[i]
all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
for dat in all_data:
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
pp.close()
path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/2
Elevated/02 Argon Hyd Torch/‘
directories = np.array([‘20171113’,
‘20171114’,
‘20171201’,
‘20180221’,
‘20180222’,
‘20180320’])
filename = ‘Elevated_Argon_Hyd_Torch.pdf’
pp = PdfPages(filename)
for i in range(np.size(directories)):
directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
print directory_path
title = directories[i]
all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
for dat in all_data:
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
boltz_H(corrected_data, pp, title)
pp.close()
path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/2
Elevated/03 Powder NY/‘
directories = np.array([‘20171113’,
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‘20171114’,
‘20171201’,
‘20180222’])
filename = ‘Elevated_Powder_NY.pdf’
pp = PdfPages(filename)
for i in range(np.size(directories)):
directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
print directory_path
title = directories[i]
all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
for dat in all_data:
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
boltz_H(corrected_data, pp, title)
pp.close()
path = ‘/Users/tuckermcclanahan/Google_Drive/PhD/Eriks_Data/zeTorch/Thesis Data/2
Elevated/04 Powder Trin/‘
directories = np.array([‘20180320’])
filename = ‘Elevated_Powder_Trin.pdf’
pp = PdfPages(filename)
for i in range(np.size(directories)):
directory_path = path+directories[i]+’/‘
print directory_path
title = directories[i]
all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
for dat in all_data:
dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
boltz_ar(corrected_data, pp, title)
boltz_H(corrected_data, pp, title)
pp.close()
#directory_path = sys.argv[1]
#### Parse the files in the directory
#all_data = parse_input(directory_path)
#for dat in all_data:
# #dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/Calibrated_Source_Spectral_Output.txt’,
‘./suspect_calibration_data/DH-3PlusCalLight-DeuteriumHalogen_HRD10391_13-38-32-533.txt’)
# dat.calibrate_data(‘./suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
##pw = 655
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##refined_data = refine_data(all_data, pw-10, pw+10)

#
#
#
#

##corrected_data = correct_the_data(all_data)
#corrected_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
##data = temp_from_H(corrected_data)
##data = erics_module(corrected_data)
#data = boltz_ar(corrected_data)
#data = boltz_H(corrected_data)
gaussian_peak_fitting(all_data, peak_wavelength)
voigt_peak_fitting(all_data, peak_wavelength)
plot_filter(all_data)
plot_data(data, ‘Plot’)
#plot_refined_data(refined_data, ‘Plot’)
#print(‘Total number of data files: %d’ % np.size(all_data))

# refined_data = refine_data(all_data, starting_wavelength, ending_wavelength)
# print ‘Total number of Refined data files: %d’ % np.size(refined_data)
# plot_refined_data(refined_data, directory_path)
# plot_data(refined_data, directory_path)
def boltz_H(data, pp, plot_title ):
y_point = []
x_point = []
for dat in data:
lam = np.asarray(dat.calibrated_lam)
raw_counts = dat.calibrated_counts - np.asarray(dat.bb)
#raw_counts = dat.calibrated_counts
counts = raw_counts/np.trapz(raw_counts, x=lam)/0.473 # units of 1/nm
peaks_of_interest = np.array([656., 485.])
max_peak_height = []
max_peak_lam = []
for poi in peaks_of_interest:
peak_indexes = [i for i in range(np.size(lam)) if lam[i]>(poi-5.) and
lam[i]<(poi+5.)]
peak_lam = lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]
peak_counts = counts[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]
p = Parameters()
p.add_many((‘sigma’ ,
5.0, True, 0.0, None, None),
(‘gamma’ ,
1.0, True, 0.0, None, None),
(‘amp’ ,
0.1, True, 0.0, None, None),
(‘lam0’ ,
poi, True, 0.0, None, None))
func = Model(voigt)
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result = func.fit(peak_counts, lam=peak_lam, params=p)
#print result.fit_report()
pi = [i for i in range(np.size(peak_lam)) if peak_lam[i]>(poi-2.) and
peak_lam[i]<(poi+2.)]
#max_peak_height.append(np.trapz(result.eval(lam=lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]),
x= lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]))
#max_peak_height.append(np.trapz(result.best_fit, x = peak_lam))
max_peak_height.append(np.trapz(peak_counts[pi[0]:pi[-1]], x = peak_lam[pi[0]:pi[-1]]))
#max_peak_height.append(np.max(result.best_fit))
max_peak_lam.append(result.params[‘lam0’].value)
#plt.figure()
#plt.xlabel(‘Wavelength (nm)’)
#plt.ylabel(‘Intensity (1/nm)’)
#plt.plot(peak_lam,peak_counts, ‘b*’)
#plt.plot(peak_lam, result.best_fit, ‘k-‘)
#plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
max_peak_lam = np.asarray(max_peak_lam)
max_peak_height = np.asarray(max_peak_height)
g_k = np.array([18., 32.])
A = np.array([ 0.441, 0.0841])
e_k = np.array([97492., 102824.])
e_i = np.array([82259., 82259.])
e = e_k-e_i
y = np.log(max_peak_height*max_peak_lam/(g_k*A))
#indexs = np.array([1, 3, 7, 8])
#y_point = np.concatenate((y_point,np.asarray([y[i] for i in indexs] )))
#x_point = np.concatenate((x_point,np.asarray([e[i] for i in indexs] )))
y_point = np.concatenate((y_point,y ))
x_point = np.concatenate((x_point,e))
e = np.asarray(x_point)
y = np.asarray(y_point)
#slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_err = stats.linregress(np.asarray(e_k),np.asarray(y))
slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_err = stats.linregress(e[e.argsort()],y[e.argsort()])
boltzmann = 0.69503476
temp = -1./(slope*boltzmann)
#y_line = slope*np.asarray(e_k)+intercept
y_line = slope*np.asarray(e)+intercept
plt.figure()
#plt.plot(e_k,y, ‘*’)
#plt.plot(e_k, y_line, ‘-‘)
#plt.title(‘ Calc Temp = %1.4E K’ % (temp))
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plt.title(plot_title+’ H Calc Temp = %1.4E K’ % (temp))
plt.xlabel(‘Delta E (1/cm)’)
plt.ylabel(‘$\ln((I\lambda)/(g_k*A))$’)
plt.plot(e,y, ‘*’)
plt.plot(e, y_line, ‘-‘)
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
def boltz_ar(data, pp, plot_title):
y_point = []
x_point = []
for dat in data:
lam = np.asarray(dat.calibrated_lam)
raw_counts = dat.calibrated_counts - np.asarray(dat.bb)
#raw_counts = dat.calibrated_counts
counts = raw_counts/np.trapz(raw_counts, x=lam)/0.473 # units of 1/nm
peaks_of_interest = np.array([810.035, 762.182, 749.397, 737.032, 705.584, 695.367, 839.292,
601.445, 910.828])
max_peak_height = []
max_peak_lam = []
for poi in peaks_of_interest:
peak_indexes = [i for i in range(np.size(lam)) if lam[i]>(poi-5.) and
lam[i]<(poi+5.)]
peak_lam = lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]
peak_counts = counts[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]
p = Parameters()
p.add_many((‘sigma’ ,
5.0, True, 0.0, None, None),
(‘gamma’ ,
1.0, True, 0.0, None, None),
(‘amp’ ,
0.1, True, 0.0, None, None),
(‘lam0’ ,
poi, True, 0.0, None, None))
func = Model(voigt)
result = func.fit(peak_counts, lam=peak_lam, params=p)
#print result.fit_report()
pi = [i for i in range(np.size(peak_lam)) if peak_lam[i]>(poi-2.) and
peak_lam[i]<(poi+2.)]
#max_peak_height.append(np.trapz(result.eval(lam=lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]),
x= lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]))
#max_peak_height.append(np.trapz(result.best_fit, x = peak_lam))
max_peak_height.append(np.trapz(peak_counts[pi[0]:pi[-1]], x = peak_lam[pi[0]:pi[-1]]))
#max_peak_height.append(np.max(result.best_fit))
max_peak_lam.append(result.params[‘lam0’].value)
#plt.figure()
#plt.xlabel(‘Wavelength (nm)’)
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#plt.ylabel(‘Intensity (1/nm)’)
#plt.plot(peak_lam,peak_counts, ‘b*’)
#plt.plot(peak_lam, result.best_fit, ‘k-‘)
#plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
max_peak_lam = np.asarray(max_peak_lam)
max_peak_height = np.asarray(max_peak_height)
g_k = np.array([7.0, 5., 1.0, 5., 5.,
3., 5., 9., 3.]) # no units
A = np.array([ 0.366, 0.274, 0.472, 0.087, 0.0395, 0.067, 0.244, 0.0246, 0.212]) # 1E8 1/s
e_k = np.array([105463., 106238., 108723., 107290., 107290., 107496., 107290., 122036.,
104102.]) # 1/cm
e_i = np.array([93144., 93144., 95400., 93751., 93144., 93144., 95400., 105463., 93144.])
y = np.log(max_peak_height*max_peak_lam/(g_k*A))
e = e_k-e_i
indexs = np.array([1, 3, 7, 8])
y_point = np.concatenate((y_point,np.asarray([y[i] for i in indexs] )))
x_point = np.concatenate((x_point,np.asarray([e[i] for i in indexs] )))
e = np.asarray(x_point)
y = np.asarray(y_point)
#slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_err = stats.linregress(np.asarray(e_k),np.asarray(y))
slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_err = stats.linregress(e[e.argsort()],y[e.argsort()])
boltzmann = 0.69503476
temp = -1./(slope*boltzmann)
#y_line = slope*np.asarray(e_k)+intercept
y_line = slope*np.asarray(e)+intercept
plt.figure()
#plt.plot(e_k,y, ‘*’)
#plt.plot(e_k, y_line, ‘-‘)
plt.title(plot_title+’ Ar Calc Temp = %1.4E K’ % (temp))
plt.xlabel(‘Delta E (1/cm)’)
plt.ylabel(‘$\ln((I\lambda)/(g_k*A))$’)
plt.plot(e,y, ‘*’)
plt.plot(e, y_line, ‘-‘)
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
def voigt(lam, sigma, gamma, amp, lam0):
#sigma = alpha/np.sqrt(2*np.log(2))
z = ((lam-lam0)+gamma*1j)/(sigma*np.sqrt(2))
return np.real(wofz(z))/(sigma*np.sqrt(2.*np.pi))*amp
def gaussian_peak_fitting(all_data, peak_wavelength):
all_data = fitting_bb_data(all_data)
for dat in all_data:
counts = np.asarray(dat.corrected_counts)
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lam = np.asarray(dat.wavelengths)
peak_indexes = [i for i in range(np.size(lam)) if lam[i]>(peak_wavelength-10.) and
lam[i]<(peak_wavelength+10.)]
### Before BB substraction
peak_lam = lam[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]
peak_counts = counts[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]]
p = Parameters()
#
(Name ,
Value, Vary, Min, Max, Expr)
p.add_many((‘amp’ ,
15000, True, None, None, None),
(‘cen’ ,
peak_wavelength, True, None, None, None),
(‘wid’ ,
3.0, True, None, None, None),
(‘scale’,
0.0, True, None, None, None))
func = Model(gaussian)
result = func.fit(peak_counts, x=peak_lam, params=p)
print(result.fit_report())
### After BB subtraction
peak_bb_sub_counts = peak_counts - np.asarray(dat.bb[peak_indexes[0]:peak_indexes[-1]])
p = Parameters()
#
(Name ,
Value, Vary, Min, Max, Expr)
p.add_many((‘amp’ ,
14000., True, None, None, None),
(‘cen’ ,
peak_wavelength, True, None, None, None),
(‘wid’ ,
3.0, True, None, None, None),
(‘scale’,
0.0, True, None, None, None))
func = Model(gaussian)
result_bb = func.fit(peak_bb_sub_counts, x=peak_lam, params=p)
print(“With Black Body Subtraction”)
print(result_bb.fit_report())

pp = PdfPages(‘Gaussian_Fit.pdf’)
plt.figure()
#plt.plot(lam,counts, ‘k-‘, label=‘Raw Data’)
plt.plot(peak_lam,peak_counts, ‘ro’, label=‘Peak Data’)
plt.plot(peak_lam, result.best_fit, ‘b-‘, label=‘Best Fit Peak Data’)
plt.plot(peak_lam,peak_bb_sub_counts, ‘ko’, label=‘Peak BB Sub Data’)
plt.plot(peak_lam, result_bb.best_fit, ‘m-‘, label=‘Best Fit Peak BB Sub Data’)
plt.legend()
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
pp.close()
def gaussian(x, amp, cen, wid, scale):
return amp*np.exp(-(x-cen)**2/wid)+scale
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def fitting_bb_data(all_data):
“”” Fits the black body portion of the spectrum for each datafile.
This definition goes through all of the Run classes for a given dataset and filters out the
peaks to fit a black body curve to the filtered data. The LMFIT fitting routine is used as a wrapper
for the SCIPY optmize tools to fit the Planck’s Black Body curve. This function feeds in initial guesses
for the parameters and returns a best fitted parameters for the curve. Keyword Arguments:
all_data — List of Run classes
“””
#cal_data = np.loadtxt(os.getcwd()+’/suspect_calibration_data/CalibrationFile.txt’)
filtered_data = []
#count = 0
for dat in all_data:
counts = np.asarray(dat.calibrated_counts)
lam = np.asarray(dat.calibrated_lam)
bb = sig.medfilt(counts,kernel_size=81)
p = Parameters()
#
(Name ,
p.add_many((‘T’
(‘scale’ ,
(‘shift’ ,

Value, Vary, Min, Max, Expr)
,
5000., True, None, None, None),
1E-11, True, None, None, None),
0.0, False, None, None, None))

func = Model(pbb)
result = func.fit(bb, lam=lam, params=p)
#print(dat.filename)
#print(result.fit_report())
dat.bb = bb
dat.temp = result.params[‘T’].value
dat.temp_err = result.params[‘T’].stderr
dat.aic = result.aic
filtered_data.append(dat)
# pp = PdfPages(‘Filter_Test.pdf’)
# plt.figure()
# plt.plot(lam,counts, ‘k-‘, label=‘Raw Data’)
# plt.plot(lam[1::], corrected_counts, ‘m-‘, label=‘Corrected Data’)
# ##plt.plot(cal_lam[1::], deconc_counts[1], ‘m-‘, label=‘Deconc Data’)
# ##plt.plot(cal_lam[1::], rebinned_counts, ‘c—‘, label=‘Deconc Data’)
# ##plt.plot(lam[1::], bb, ‘r-‘, label=‘Filtered Data’)
# plt.plot(lam[1::], result.best_fit, ‘b-‘, label=‘Fit Filtered Data’)
# plt.legend()
# plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
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# plt.figure()
## plt.plot(lamp_det_lam[1::], cal_calculated, ‘ko’, label=‘Calculated’)
# plt.plot(cal_lam, cal_counts, ‘b*’, label=‘From File’)
# plt.legend()
# plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
#pp.close()
return filtered_data
def rebin(x1, y1, x2):
# Newly binned data
y2 = []
for i in range(x2.size-1):
bind = 0.0
count = 0.0
for t in range(x1.size):
if x1[t]>x2[i] and x1[t]<x2[i+1]:
count += 1.0
bind += y1[t]
if count == 0 and i == 0:
y2.append(0.0)
elif count == 0 and i >0 :
y2.append(y2[-1])
else:
y2.append(bind/count)
return np.asarray(y2)
def pbb(lam, T, scale, shift):
h = 6.626070040E-34 #Js
c = 299792458. #m/s
k = 1.38064852E-23 #J/K
lamm = lam*1E-9 #m
return ((2.*h*c**2/(lamm+shift)**5)*(1./(np.exp(h*c/((lamm+shift)*k*T))-1.)))*scale

def plot_filter(all_data):
pp = PdfPages(‘Filter_Test.pdf’)
savgol_filtered = sig.savgol_filter(all_data[0].counts, 51, 2, mode=‘nearest’)
med_filtered = sig.medfilt(all_data[0].counts, kernel_size=81)
#f = open(‘out_data.txt’, ‘w’)
#f.write(‘### Test Erik data with BB subtracted\n’)
#f.write(‘### Wavelength Counts_Original Counts_BB_corrected\n’)
#f.write(‘### (nm)
\n’)
#for i in range(np.size(all_data[0].wavelengths)):
# f.write(‘%1.4E %1.4E %1.4E \n’ % (all_data[0].wavelengths[i], all_data[0].counts[i],
# all_data[0].counts[i]-med_filtered[i]))
plt.figure()
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plt.plot(all_data[0].wavelengths, all_data[0].counts, label=‘Original’)
plt.plot(all_data[0].wavelengths, savgol_filtered, label=‘Savgol Filtered’)
plt.plot(all_data[0].wavelengths, med_filtered, label=‘Med Filtered’)
plt.legend()
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
pp.close()
def plot_data(all_data, path):
“”” Making a heatmap plot of all the data in a run along with individual plots of each timestep.
Keyword arguments:
all_data — List of Run classes
path — String containing the path to the data directory
File Outputs:
path+’_All_Data.pdf’ — PDF of the heatmap plot and the individual plots of each timestep.
“””
path = path.replace(‘/‘,’_’)
pp = PdfPages(path+’_All_Data.pdf’)
times = []
lam = np.asarray(all_data[0].corrected_lam)
L, T = np.meshgrid(lam, times)
data = np.zeros([np.size(times), np.size(lam)])
temps = []
temps_err = []
h_boltz_temps = []
count = 0
for dat in all_data:
if count == 0:
first_time = dat.time
times.append(0.0)
count += 1
else:
times.append(dat.time-first_time)
temps.append(dat.temp)
temps_err.append(dat.temp_err)
h_boltz_temps.append(dat.H_boltz_temp)
# for l in range(np.size(lam)):
#
data[t,l] = abs(all_data[t].corrected_counts[l])
times = np.asarray(times)/1000.
#plt.figure()
#plt.title(‘Plot of All Data’)
#plt.xlabel(‘Wavelength (nm)’)
#plt.ylabel(‘Time (AU)’)
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#plt.pcolormesh(T, L, data, rasterized=True, cmap=‘hot’)
#plt.colorbar(label=‘Counts’)
#plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
#plt.figure()
#plt.title(‘Plot of All Data’)
#plt.xlabel(‘Wavelength (nm)’)
#plt.ylabel(‘Time (AU)’)
#plt.zlabel(‘Counts’)
#Axes3D.plot_surface(T,L, data)
#plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
#plt.show()
### Make the time plot of temps
plt.figure()
plt.title(‘Time vs. Temperature from BB’)
plt.xlabel(‘Time (sec)’)
plt.ylabel(‘Temperature (K)’)
plt.errorbar(times,temps, yerr=temps_err, fmt=‘bo’)
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
plt.figure()
plt.title(‘Time vs. Temperature from H Peaks’)
plt.xlabel(‘Time (sec)’)
plt.ylabel(‘Temperature (K)’)
plt.ylim((0.0, 10000))
plt.plot(times,h_boltz_temps, ‘bo’)
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
pp.close()
def plot_refined_data(refined_data, path):
“”” Plots the filtered data.”””
path = path.replace(‘/‘,’_’)
pp = PdfPages(path+’.pdf’)
peak_heights = []
peak_areas = []
peak_fwhms = []
for run in refined_data:
peak_heights.append(run.max)
peak_areas.append(run.area)
# peak_fwhms.append(run.fwhm)
### Make the time plot of peak_heights
plt.figure()
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plt.title(‘Time vs. Peak Height’)
plt.xlabel(‘Time (au)’)
plt.ylabel(‘Peak Height (counts)’)
plt.plot(range(np.size(peak_heights)),peak_heights, ‘ko’)
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
### Make the time plot of peak_areas
plt.figure()
plt.title(‘Time vs. Peak Areas’)
plt.xlabel(‘Time (au)’)
plt.ylabel(‘Peak Areas (nm*counts)’)
plt.plot(range(np.size(peak_areas)),peak_areas, ‘bo’)
plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
### Make the time plot of peak_fwhms
#plt.figure()
#plt.title(‘Time vs. Peak FWHM’)
#plt.xlabel(‘Time (au)’)
#plt.ylabel(‘Peak FWHM (counts)’)
#plt.plot(range(np.size(peak_fwhms)),peak_fwhms, ‘bo’)
#plt.savefig(pp, format=‘pdf’)
pp.close()
def refine_data(all_data, p_s, p_e):
“”” Filters down the data based on some selection criteria.
Keyword arguments:
all_data — List of Run classes
p_s — integer of the starting wavelength of a peak
p_e — integer of the ending wavelength of a peak
Returns:
list of Run classes of the runs that meet the selection criteria
“””
data = []
indexes = [i for i in range(np.size(all_data[0].wavelengths)) if all_data[0].wavelengths[i]>p_s and
all_data[0].wavelengths[i]<p_e]
for run in all_data:
## Find the peak around 655 +- 10
peak_lam = run.wavelengths[indexes[0]:indexes[-1]]
peak_data = run.counts[indexes[0]:indexes[-1]]
peak_height = np.amax(peak_data)
if peak_height < 500:
continue
run.max = peak_height
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run.area = np.trapz(peak_data,peak_lam)
#run.fwhm = FWHM(peak_lam, peak_data)
data.append(run)
return data
def FWHM(x,y):
“”” Calculates the FWHM of a given pulse
Keyword Arguments:
x — List of floats
y — List of floats
“””
half_max = max(y)/2.
d = np.sign(half_max - np.array(y[0:-1])) - np.sign(half_max - np.array(y[1:]))
left_idx = np.argwhere(d > 0)[0,0]
right_idx = np.argwhere(d<0)[0,-1]
return x[right_idx]-x[left_idx]
def parse_input(dirpath):
“”” Parse the datafiles in the data directory.
This definition goes through each datafile in the data directory. It goes line by line in each
datafile looking for specific keywords and splits the line and assigns certain values in the
line to an attribute in the Run() class. When every file in the data directory has been gone
through, the definintion returns a list of Run classes where each Run class corresponds to a
specific data file within the data directory.
Keyword arguments:
dirpath — string of the path to data directory
Returns:
List of Run classes
“””
if not dirpath.endswith(‘/‘):
dirpath = dirpath+’/‘
filenames = [f for f in sorted(os.listdir(dirpath)) if os.path.isfile(os.path.join(dirpath, f))]
data = []
for filename in filenames:
if filename.startswith(‘.’):
continue
run = Run()
run.load_file(os.path.join(dirpath,filename))
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data.append(run)
return data
def run_checks():
“”” Making sure the user inputs the correct inputs
Making sure that the user inputs the correct number of expected inputs on the commmand line
and
that those inputs are of the correct type and can be read by PYTHON.
“””
if np.size(sys.argv)<4:
raise Exception(“Please give python read_erics_data.py data_directory_name
starting_wavelength ending_wavelength)”)
dir_path = sys.argv[1]
try:
sw = float(sys.argv[2])
except ValueError:
print “Please input a number as the third entry”
try:
ew = float(sys.argv[3])
except ValueError:
print “Please input a number as the fourth entry”
if not os.path.isdir(dir_path):
raise Exception(“Directory not found!”)
if not os.access(dir_path, os.R_OK):
raise Exception(“Directory is unreadable”)
return dir_path, sw, ew
main()
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